


The WSGS developed a peer review process for its map publications.  The review process is 
scheduled months in advance and follows a shared review checklist alongside editorial standards.  
The review process includes geologic, cartographic, and digital components, and takes 2—3 
months to complete.  The WSGS review checklist and cartographic standards are available upon 
request.  
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Open File Report (OFR)
• Preliminary map, research is still ongoing
• Publication that can stand either temporarily or permanently 
• Information that is timely and would fill a public need
• Information that is not sufficiently refined to warrant publication in another series at this time
• Needs release for general critique and comment before being finalized for printing/publishing

Map Series (MS)
• Final mapping of any scale, including finalized version of an Open File Report preliminary map
• Requires external geologic review
• One or more cross sections, as appropriate

Interactive/Online Maps (IMAP)—Digital Data Series?
• Definitions and review guidelines are currently a work in progress

WSGS Map Publication Series 



2023/2024
• 1:100,000—Bedrock compilation map of Rawlins (STATEMAP – Map Series)
• 1:100,000—Bedrock compilation map of Red Desert (STATEMAP – Open File Report)

2022/2023
• 1:100,000—Bedrock compilation map of Firehole Canyon (STATEMAP – Open File Report) *
• 1:100,000—Surficial map West Half of Ramshorn (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:100,000—Surficial map Carter Mountain (WSGS funded – Open File Report) *
• 1:100,000—Surficial map Thermopolis (WSGS funded – Open File Report) *
• 1:100,000—Surficial map Riverton(WSGS funded – Open File Report) *

2021/2022
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of King Mountain (Earth MRI – Map Series) *
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Ragged Top Mountain (Earth MRI – Map Series) * 
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Phantom Lake (STATEMAP – Map Series)
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map Oil Mountain (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:100,000—Surficial map East Half of Jackson Lake (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:500,000—Precambrian Basement Map of Wyoming (NGGDPP – Open File Report) * 

2020/2021
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Guide Rock (WSGS funded – Map Series) *
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Poe Mountain (WSGS funded – Map Series) *
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Goat Mountain (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:24,000—Bedrock map of Richards Gap (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:100,000—Bedrock compilation map of Rock River (STATEMAP – Open File Report)
• 1:100,000—Surficial map West Half of Jackson Lake (STATEMAP – Open File Report)

* Denotes multi-year project

WSGS Map
Publication
Frequency 



Project Folder File Structure



Field Season: typically 3 to 4 months 
• Normally STATEMAP project starts June 1 when funding is 

approved; the first month involves literature review, data 
structure, photo interpretation, and preliminary line work. 
The field season usually begins around July 1;  we tend to 
have a late spring, and snow in the mountains doesn’t 
usually melt until early-mid July.

• We usually wrap up field work in late September/early 
October; hunting season starts, and the first snowfall 
usually hits in October.

• Based on proximity of the field area, field visits can range from a day to two weeks. We try to space a week 
in between longer trips to process notes, data, and samples. 

• Mappers use their choice of field collection methods, varying from hardcopy maps and GPS units to tablets 
and SDE databases. Often field conditions and other variables require a mixed approach to mapping.



• Layout begins as the field season wraps up, normally 
starting in September/October and wrapping up in 
February/March. Mappers are responsible for 100% layout, 
contractors assist.  

• We use GeMS and follow FDGC symbology when possible.
For cartographic reference and guidance we provide:

- GeMS tutorial videos
- Map creation/layout SOP’s 
- ArcGIS templates and customized GeMS geodatabases 
- 24k/100k WSGS map standards

• All cartography/layout has been done in ArcMap in the past (in the process of migrating to ArcPro)
- Basemaps are created using USGS NAD27 topos with a 10m DEM derived Hillshades
- Final mashups are created in Global Mapper (Basemaps + MapUnitPolys) 
- DMU and Disclaimers/Notices are inserted Word documents
- CMU graphic’s are created in Arc, but not transcribed into GeMS
- Cross sections are created using the ArcGIS CrossView extension and transcribed into GeMS
- We complete cross sections for 24k maps when applicable

Layout: typically 4-5 months 



WSGS 7.5′
1:24,000-scale
Standard



Review: typically 2-3 months 
• Official reviews are scheduled to start in March and wrap 

up May 31. By then the authors have already reviewed the 
geology and data to make sure it’s ready to move forward. 
The review process is scheduled in fall (via a shared Google 
calendar) to allow team members to set their deadlines and 
keep the project(s)on track. Scheduling can be challenging. 
The number of maps in review at a given time can make 
scheduling difficult. Timelines contain built-in wiggle room to 
accommodate for unforeseen issues.

• Each map is peer reviewed 9 times for OFR’s, and 10 times for MS’s. Digital data is reviewed twice throughout the 
process. All reviews are completed by other mappers. This helps keep everyone up-to-date on common issues, 
concerns, and revisions. The geologist learns to become a better cartographer through this process. The review 
schedule is set up so that if your not working on your edits you’re reviewing someone else’s map and vice versa.

• Map Editor reviews the map twice; once in the middle (pre) and once at the end (final). The Map Editor takes 
full control of the map during the last review and makes any final edits, delivers map to the Director for final 
approval, and prepares deliverables for the public and feds.



Post
Production
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Review Process:
• We use a shared Excel spreadsheet as a Review Checklist 

and save it in the Review folder of the Project folder on the 
network. Every reviewer is provided an up-to-date 
geodatabase, .mxd/aprx, .pdf, and printed map.

• We schedule (2) 8-hour days to complete a review, followed 
by (3) 8-hour days for the author to complete the edits in 
time for the next review. This is ample amount of time for 
the reviewer and author to complete their tasks. It takes 
me (the Map Editor) a minimum of (1) 8-hour day to use 
our checklist and thoroughly review the map (usually I’ll 
spend two full days to review). We schedule 3 weeks
for external geology reviews.

• Most reviews are completed by looking at a printed map and annotating with edits in red pen. All edits are 
digitally transcribed and compiled on each reviewers individual tab of the shared spreadsheet. This allows a 
place for the author to accept/rebut edits, in addition for future reviewers and the map editor to look at past 
edit requests.



One shared Excel checklist that lives in the 
Review folder of the Project folderReview Checklist



Review Checklist



Review Checklist



Review Checklist



Review Checklist



--
James Amato

Wyoming Geological Survey
Map Editor & Geospatial Technical Principal

james.amato@wyo.gov
307-766-2286 ext.250

Questions?

mailto:james.amato@wyo.gov
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